INTRODUCTION
Problems Involving network analysis arise in many industrial contexts. For example, interest often attaches to methods for characterizing the behavior of firewater safety systems in refinery operation». Flows and resulting pressures need to be ascertained under various patterns of input and withdrawal. Under certain conditions staadsrd approaches such as Hardy Cross 1 methods and extensions of the usual Gausa-fieWtf techniques, have been found difficult or impossible to apply in anaiyring such systems. The nonlinear character of the branch head losses may cause lack of convergence of the solutions or require recourse to supplementary analyses of a complicated character. «Certain kinds of network pioblem« !-*ve proved amenable to Uie usual ^ormuUV.ons of linear programming/" Her» H 1« pTrpwned-trT-atftize a «wiewhat different appföSChJCnöftler to provide a more general method. 4 attack and to in mm, mefewr. fcM»wvy-wW*M» pr«wides' access to the methods 4«»*»er*b»dhrfoj for treüiing rmnlincar problems as well. The essentiai ideas are as follows: (1) rcsUtcment of the original problem In terms of minimizing a separable convex^functionai subject to a syntem of linear equations expressing the conservation of current entering and leaving nodes by branches^Tz) alilizat^on of piecewlse linear functionals to secure suitable approximations to the convex functionals;; (3) using the "bounded variables techniques* -^ linear programming In order to avoid expanding the number of vectors in an 
INODENCE MATSi^
In engineering analyses of networks. It Is customary to designate one of the two possible directions of flow In a branch as positive. The current Is then allowed to have either positive or negative values. Posltlvlty and negativity are then respectively associated with f!ow in the positive direction or Its opposite.
Topological analysis utilizes instead the closely related notion of "incidence" of branches (or links) on node». Thus, the convention mzy b« -^'cted, for example, that a branch entering a node, Is positively Incident on that node 3 br-anch leaving a node Is negatively incident on it, and a branch which does not meet a node Is njt Incident on It. The incidences of branches on nodes may then be described by an incidence matrix consisting of numbers «.. representing the incidence of the J th branch on the I th node as follows:
(1 Consider, for example, the process of moving from one branch to another across a node. Both branches arc incident on this node. If both have the same Incidence, »ubtr/ctlng them will give a column vector with precisely one "plus one" and one "minus one" ^ssjclated with the two end (or exterior) nodes of these two branches; U the branches are oppo^Uely incident on a node, an addition will be performed to attain a vector correspondlr*? to tl e end nodes. Thus, traversal of the path from node to node Is associated with addition and subtraction of vectors so that as any particular node In the traversal Is reached the cumulant vector has nonzero entries (of opposite sign and unit magnitude) corresponding precisely to the ei d nodes of the completed portion of the path.
The collection of branches corresponding to the oasis can contain no closed path (or cycle). Otherwise It would be possible to express one of the branches in the cycle in term» of the others by the process just described. Every expression containing the vector of this branch could then be replaced by an expression not containing It. The supposed basis would then contain more than the minimum number of vectors required and would therefore not be a basis.
A connected system of branches and nodes containing no cycle is, in topology, called a "tree." Thus, a basis for the incidence matrix of a connected network consists of the column vectors associated with a tree which contains every node of the network. An easy method is therebv provided both for securing a basis and for expressing all vectors in terms of U.
DETERMINING THE "EVALÜATORS"
The "evaluators"-the W vector 6 -may be determined In a manner similar to the way in which the "row-column numbers" are determined in distribution type models of linear programming. 7 In the model which Is beirg developed Wj is associated with the i th equation.
The value of any one such w. may be selected arbitrarily because the system of equations (3) has the same degree of linear dependence as the standard distribution model. 8 The other u> are then quickly determined since each basis branch consists of a node pair and the calculations arf Initiated at node 1 and proceed away from it to all the other nodes of the network along the appropriate basis branches (hence column vectors).
EXTREMAL PRINCIPLE AND THE FUNCTIONAL
In the case of flow problems to be consldrred here, it is assumed that to each branch ) there corresponds a resistance function r, (q.) such that ^Thi« may be seen from the fact that the number of branches in a basis tree is one less than the number of node«. In physical terms this corresponds to the fact that the voltage differences rather than absolute voltages are determined by the currents in a network. It may be established 0 that any optimal solution to this problem automatically satisfies the "head-loss," or Kirchhoff cycle conditions-viz, the algebraic sum of the head-losses around any closed loop consisting entirely of current carrying branches is zero. This principle thus achieves an essential simplification of the problem because in arriving at a solution it Is only necessary to consider individual branches with the hlglily nonlinear loop conditions being transferred to the functional 10 In a much less recondite form.
APPROXIMATION OF THE FUNCTIONAL
To any desired degree of approximation each R, (q) may be replaced by a piecewise linear function so that the total. E Ry (qJ. may also be approximated. 11 The resultli^ problem may then be replaced by an equivalent linear programming problem using the bounded variables techniques In order (a) to avoid proliferation of the number of vectors in the active basis and (b) to avoid Increase in the number of structurally distinct vectors.
12
"Thf authors wish to thank the referre for stimulating i sufficiently general proof of this (which will be published elsewhere) based on extending the Kuhn-Tucker theorem for this situation. He pointed out that Duffin, Birkhoff, and Diar. required rj(q) continuous and itrlctty increasing in their proofs. 10 It should be noted that the objective here is to obtain a simulation and that this is accompli shi-u by optimization with resulting gains in efficiency for the desired simulation. For mathematical proofs of thi« principle under heavier restrictions than are necessary, see [10] and [11).
1 'Additional research which eliminates the need forthis approximation stepwill be reported in a subsequent paper. The method to be reported consists essentially of implicit refinement to the limit of the approximation process and of short-hand rules so that no approximation needs to be dealt with explicitly. This, of course, replaces the linear iterations with a nonlinear counterpart.
'^See [4] for a general description of this method and others for approximating a nonlinear functional by a piecewiae linear one.
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and further Iri Then, the approximating problem to (6) assumes the form '2 subject to v^here 1, j, and k are each assigned their respective ranges.
METHODS OF COMPUTATION AND ILLUSTRATION
The method of computation on the network graph may be summarized as follows (the analogous steps on a tableau *fJl be clear from the illustration). One starts with a solution of the node conditions admitting only branches which form a basis. The u. -vector is then calculated using the active basis, and from it, the Z. is simply u^ -V^, where node h is the "head" of branch ] and node t is its 'tail" as determined by its orientation. These are compared as usual with the c. (in equation (8) the p.^) to determine optimality or nonoptimal it y. If nonoptimal the vector to "come in" to the basis is expressed in terms of the active basis simply by going from the tail to the head of the come In branch on active basis branches. Those branches whose orientation is opposite to this direction of travel will have their "current" Increased in the new solution, those with same orientation will have It decreased. In other words, the special structure of this problem Is used to generate the information necessary to a simplex (or dual) procedure at each stage rather than using the general algorithm and storing additional Information.
The example of Figure 1 may be used to provide a simple illustration for the computational routine to be employed. In this Figure an influx of 10 units is being put into the system at node 1 and effluxes of 2, 5, and 3 units, respectively, are being drawn from nodes 5, 7. and 9.
msa as l^Note thai these value» may also be determined directly from Figure 1 . Thus, a value of zero is inserted at node 1. When ci2 if subtracted from this amount, the value of k» at node 2 is secured Similarly, the value -8 for node 3 is obtained by subtracting c,, from wy. and so on.
" £3 c t^Nota that these values may also be determined directly from Figure 1 . Thus, a v?lue of r.ero is inserted at node 1. When ci2 5 is subtracted from this amount the value (^ ■ -5 at node 2 is secured. Similarly the value u,' 3 -8 for node 3 is obtained by subtracting c-,, from U'j, and NC on. *
